NOTES:
1. DIMENSIONS ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY
2. PIN LOCATIONS ARE 0.003 [0.13 mm] FROM CENTER

MATERIAL:

6 73W007 WASHER, FLAT, #10 3/8 OD 2
5 504335 SHCS 10-32 X 7/8 18-8 SS 2
4 505024 PIN D Ø3/32 X 5/8 4
3 507719 RHMS 0-80 X 1/2 STN STL 2
2 404558 LEVEL, REWORK, CAL BEAMS 1
1 404663 CALIBRATION BEAM 1

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES, DIAMETERS CONCENTRIC, 0.003 TIR, FACETS PERPENDICULAR 0.003, INTERPRETATION PER ASME Y14.5M-1994.

REMOVE ALL BURRS AND BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.003/0.010 R 45°. ALL INSIDE CORNERS TO BE 0.02 R MAX. TOLERANCES XX 0.015 FRAC.-1/64" ANG.-3°
SURFACE FINISH 125 RMS MAX. U.O.S.